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 Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, 38(2), pp 275-291 June 2007. Printed in the United Kingdom.
 ? 2007 The National University of Singapore doi: 10.1017/S0022463407000045

 The Cultivation System (1830-1870) and its
 private entrepreneurs on colonial Java
 Ulbe Bosma

 Ever since the interregnum from 1811 to 1816 of Lieutenant Governor General
 Stamford Raffles, British trading interests had been firmly established in colonial
 Indonesia. The implementation of the Cultivation System in 1830 on Java by the Dutch

 colonial government was an attempt to bring this potentially rich colony under Dutch

 economic control, but it is usually considered a departure from the principles of
 economic liberalism and a phase during which private entrepreneurs were barred
 from the emerging plantation economy. However, on the basis of census data and
 immigration records, and with reference to recent literature on the development of the

 nineteenth-century sugar industry, this article argues that British trading houses
 present on Java in the early nineteenth century continued to play an important role in

 the development of the production there of tropical goods, and that the emerging
 plantation economy attracted a modest influx of technicians and employees from
 various European nations. This article proposes to consider the Cultivation System and

 private enterprise not as mutually exclusive, but as complementary in making the cane

 sugar industry of Java the second largest in the world after that of Cuba.

 Colonialism is often a strange mixture of metropolitan, and by extension national
 interests, and global capitalism. In the Dutch case it was quite definitely so. The Dutch
 King William I introduced the Cultivation System in 1830 to restore the profitability of
 the Dutch possessions in the East Indies. The system was both admired and abhorred by
 contemporaries, and has been a source of a debate that continues up to the present day.
 The colonial administration took the lead in the exploitation of the people and soil of
 Java, its administrative corps {Binnenlands Bestuur) supervising the forced cultivation of
 cash crops for European markets. It has been generally assumed that in contrast to the
 situation in British India for example, under the Cultivation System (1830-70) private
 European planters were banned from Java, and the Cultivation System has been
 distinguished from the so-called Liberal Policy (1870-1900), which was written
 into history as the period when the Indonesian archipelago was opened up to private
 capital.1

 Ulbe Bosma is Senior Research Fellow at International Institute of Social History. Correspondence in
 connection with this paper should be addressed to ubo@iisg.nl. I would like to thank the anonymous
 referees for their precise and valuable comments. The research for this article was made possible by a
 grant from the Dutch Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO).
 1 This is how it is portrayed in, for example, J.J.P. de Jong, De waaier van hetfortuin. De Nederlanders in

 Azi? en de Indonesische archipel 1595-1950 (The Hague: Sdu, 1998), p. 270.
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 276 ULBE BOSMA

 The Dutch historians Cees Fasseur and Margaret Leidelmeijer along with other
 historians like Roger Knight and Robert van Niel have submitted convincing evidence
 against this image of the Cultivation System as a state monopoly.2 The narrative of the
 early phases of new colonialism in the Dutch East Indies is nonetheless still held
 hostage by the dichotomy between state and private operations. Fierce arguments have
 raged about the Cultivation System and the system of forced labour it engendered,
 what Robert van Niel even referred to as the Torced' Cultivation System,3 and about
 the assumption that liberal economic policies must imply Tree labour'. How false was
 that assumption in the case of Java!

 So an ideologically charged context has developed for this debate. But leaving that
 aside one can argue, as we shall go on to do, that the Cultivation System was pivotal to
 the emergence of a private sugar industry second only to that in Cuba. The case in Java
 is markedly different from the story of sugar production in British India, in spite of the
 fact that there were some important parallels in the early days. In the 1830s, large parts
 of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh were opened up by British planters with the help of firms in
 Calcutta, but windfall profits in the early 1840s were followed by a sharp drop in sugar
 prices on the London markets, which practically erased Indian sugar production from
 the world market.4 In light of experiences elsewhere in Asia and in the Caribbean, the
 Cultivation System became highly successful in establishing a solid sugar industry, as
 the colonial government was prepared to pay for that stability a price which would
 have been too heavy for any private investor. According to Fasseur, sugar production
 on Java became profitable for the colonial exchequer only after 1845.5

 My argument is that the historical significance of the Cultivation System consists
 in the fact that it acted as a primer for the pump of production on Java of sugar for the

 world market. Based upon census figures, I shall argue that individual immigrants from
 a variety of nations, and from Great Britain in particular, provided the technology and
 know-how to develop the Cultivation System, which in turn secured sufficient supply
 of cheap labour. This set the stage for an influx of private entrepreneurs and engineers;
 meanwhile, the British continued to play an important role in banking. Immigration
 data show that newcomers were often either the families of existing residents, or

 2 C. Fasseur, The politics of colonial exploitation: Java, the Dutch, and the Cultivation System trans. R.E.
 Elson and Ary Kraal (New York: Cornell, 1992); Van Niel, Java under the Cultivation System: Collected
 Writings. Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 150 (Leiden:
 KITLV Press, 1992), pp. 200, 224. We have however some doubts about Van Niel's assertion that 'From
 an economic point of view, the Cultivation System literally created a Dutch infrastructure...'. See Van
 Niel, Java's northeast coast 1740-1840: A study in colonial encroachment and dominance (Leiden: CNWS
 Publications, 2005), p. 394.; G.R. Knight, Colonial production in provincial Java: The sugar industry in
 Pekalongan-Tegal 1800-1942 (Amsterdam: VU University Press, 1993); Margaret Leidelmeijer, Van
 suikermolen tot grootbedrijf. Technische vernieuwing in de Java-suikerindustrie in de negentiende eeuw
 (Amsterdam: NEHA series, 1997), pp. 18-22; Ulbe Bosma and G. Roger Knight, 'Global factory and
 local field: Convergence and divergence in the international cane-sugar industry, 1850-1940',
 International Review of Social History, 49, 1 (2004): 1-26.
 3 Robert van Niel, The emergence of the modern Indonesian elite (The Hague and Bandung: Van Hoeve,
 1960), p. 6; Van Niel, lava under the Cultivation System, p. 171.
 4 Shahid Amin, Sugarcane and sugar in Gorakhpur: An inquiry into peasant production for capitalist
 enterprise in colonial India (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1984), p. 31.
 5 Fasseur, The politics of colonial exploitation, p. 36.
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 engineers from the British Isles, Germany, France, and Belgium, countries which were
 then more industrialised than the Netherlands. In the 1860s, one generation after the
 introduction of the Cultivation System, a network of wealthy planters had established
 itself on Java. Symbiosis, continuity, and incremental development would be the key
 words to describe the ascendancy of the Java sugar industry and a planter class there.
 The traces they left might have proved less enduring than those of the Philippines, as
 McCoy has argued, but by the end of the nineteenth century Java's planter class was
 hardly less local and hardly less cre?le than those of the Philippines, Cuba, or Barbados
 for that matter.6

 The Cultivation System as 'primer for the pump'
 It is not entirely untrue that one of the purposes of the introduction of the

 Cultivation System was the exclusion of British capital and British speculators, and to
 reinforce the Dutch character of the colony. In Dutch historiography it is usually
 rendered as a complete withdrawal from the rather liberal and British-friendly policies
 of Governor-General G.A.G.P. Van der Capellen (1816-25). It was his (allegedly)
 extravagant policies that led to overspending and his friendship towards the Calcutta
 based 'Prince of Merchants' John Palmer, which induced the Dutch King to take
 drastic measures.7 In 1823 Van der Capellen had requested permission from the King
 to negotiate a loan of 6 million guilders to Palmer. The story goes that the entire island
 of Java had to be pledged as security, though it was in fact only the residency of Kedu.
 The King was outraged nonetheless.8 These Palmer loans prompted him to establish the
 Nederlandsche Handel-Maatschappij (NHM) (Netherlands Trading Company, or
 Netherlands Trading Society), which was able to mobilise Dutch capital to save the
 colony for the Netherlands. Around 1840, the NHM bought 90% of the tropical export
 products from Java and the Outer Provinces, for which, in return, it imported cotton
 cloth produced in the Netherlands. The Cultivation System and the NHM are generally
 thought of as two sides of the same Dutch mercantilist colonial policies.

 But the caveat to this reading of the introduction of the Cultivation System and
 the role of the NHM between 1830-70 in financing and transporting tropical cash
 crops is that it has given the historiography of this phase a distinctly white Dutch
 flavour, to the belittling of the roles played by British, Chinese, and Dutch cre?le
 actors. The 'liberal and Anglophile' policies of Van der Capellen were expressly
 denounced by the Dutch King in 1824, but behind the sharp twists that give an impetus
 to political chronicles, there were realities on the ground. First of all, Van der Capellen
 was not blind to Dutch interests, which in 1823 had induced him to tighten

 6 Alfred W. McCoy, 'Sugar barons: Formation of a native planter class in the colonial Philippines',
 Journal of Peasant Studies, 19, 3/4 (1992): 106-27, 107.
 7 See C. Fasseur, 'De "geest" van het gouvernement', in C. Fasseur, ed., Geld en geweten. Een bundel
 opstellen over anderhalve eeuw Nederlands bestuur in de Indonesische archipel. I. De negentiende eeuw (The
 Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1980), p. 38.
 8 L. de Bree, Gedenkboek van de Javasche Bank, 1828-24 Januari 1928 (Weltevreden: Kolff & Co., 1928),
 pp. 115, 118-19. For this version of the story see also G.L. Gonggrijp in J.C. de Haan and P.J. van
 Winter, eds., Nederlanders over de zee?n. 350 jaar Nederlandsche koloniale geschiedenis (Utrecht:
 Uitgeversmaatschappij W. de Haan NV, 1940), pp. 235-6; N. Tarling, 'The Palmer loans', Bijdragen tot
 de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, 119, 2 (1963): 169-71.
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 278 ULBE BOSMA

 immigration regulations. He was especially anxious to prevent speculators from laying
 hands on large parts of Java, since that would have been as detrimental to the local
 population as it would have been to the coffee monopoly, of the Dutch colonial
 government. Without the coffee monopoly, the prime financial wellspring for the
 whole colonial edifice would be lost. Van der Capellen was also distrustful of the
 combination of English and Chinese capital and Indo-European planters, who had
 nestled themselves in the semi-autonomous principalities of Java (the residencies of
 Surakarta and Yogyakarta) and had begun to lease large parts of those areas from the
 local courts. Van der Capellen simply put an end to all leasing of land there by
 Europeans and Chinese. At the same time, he issued draconic regulations making it
 impossible for private European individuals to settle freely outside the capitals of the
 residencies. From then on, they would need the personal permission of the Governor
 General to lease land. Furthermore, Europeans without Dutch nationality were no
 longer allowed to lease any land.9

 Both the immigration regulations and the coffee monopoly pre-dated the NHM
 and the Cultivation System. Coffee had been a monopoly under the Dutch East Indies
 Company (VOC) since 1723, and had increasingly become the economic basis of
 Dutch colonial rule of Java.10 If the Cultivation System was neither an act against
 private entrepreneurs nor a monopoly per se, how then should it be characterised? The
 most appropriate approach is probably to define it as an experimental phase in the
 development of tropical cash crop growing in Asia. This was very successful as far as
 sugar was concerned but only temporarily feasible in the case of indigo. In addition,
 crops like tea and tobacco were abandoned at a rather early stage of the Cultivation
 System because the government soon discovered that without constant interaction
 between the European planter and the labour force in the field, the products would not
 satisfy the taste of the European market.

 It must be remembered that the Cultivation System developed in the context of
 early nineteenth-century experiments with the plantation system in Asia when British
 and French Caribbean islands were declining as the primary base for tropical
 production aimed at the European market. The System was meant to provide an
 answer to the almost insurmountable problem of labour recruitment, confronting
 planters in South and Southeast Asia. Indigo provides a case in point. Between 1810
 and 1820, French, Scottish, and English pioneers tried to build large indigo factories in

 West and Central Java,11 but they were simply unable to mobilise sufficient labour for
 the extremely intensive process of making dry indigo from indigo leaves. After 1830
 indigo production under the Cultivation System passed fully into the hands of the
 colonial government, which recruited labour and oversaw the production process. In
 1847 the government too came to the conclusion that it had to reduce the production

 9 'Publicatie van den 20sten mei 1823, houdende bepalingen omtrent het verblijf en het landbezit op
 Java', Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Indi?, 20 May 1823, no. 20.
 10 H.R.C. Wright, East-Indian economic problems of the age of Cornwallis & Raffles (London: Luzac and
 Company, 1961), p. 6.
 11 Namely Jean Louis August Petel, Pierre Fran?ois Riquet, Harvey Thomson, Robert Scott Douglas,
 and William Emburg Edwards. See National Archive, The Hague (hereafter, NA), Ministerie van
 Kolonien (Ministry of Colonies) (hereafter, MvK) I, inv. nos. 3106-3124.
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 THE CULTIVATION SYSTEM  279

 of indigo, because of the heavy burden it placed on local people. In fact, the only areas
 where indigo production survived throughout the nineteenth century were the
 Principalities, where Van der Capellen's successors had allowed the Indo-European
 leaseholders to enter the scene again. Thanks to their warm relations with the Sultan's
 court and its sway over the local population, the planter families of Yogyakarta were
 able to cope with the problems of labour recruitment.12

 In the early nineteenth century the main question facing the Dutch colonial
 government was how to compete with the plantation system in the West Indies, where
 the days of slavery seemed to be numbered, but where the advantage of a shorter
 distance to the European markets was permanent. In Java, a system for the production
 of coffee was already in place, as village heads and local nobility were made responsible
 for the delivery of fixed quantities of it. But the question of how to grow sugar, indigo
 (and cotton for that matter) was still being discussed in the early decades of the
 nineteenth century. Until the end of the 1820s it was thought that the plantations of the
 New World provided the universal model for the production of tropical crops. Just as
 in the case of indigo there had been attempts at large-scale sugar production in the
 decades prior to the introduction of the Cultivation System. As early as Van der
 Capellen's governorship, British trading houses had imported milling machinery and
 batteries of boiling pans (Jamaica Train) from the West Indies. Labour shortages,
 however, doomed any attempt at plantation-wise production. At that time, West Java
 was too thinly populated and the wages offered were far too low.13 The labour shortage
 problem was solved by the Cultivation System as it imposed labour duties upon each
 village and supplied capital to private persons - so-called 'sugar contractors' - to build
 state-of-the-art sugar factories. This is the secret of the success of the Java sugar
 industry. Although the Cultivation System was not always systematically applied
 throughout Java, it maintained one central principle: it clearly separated the growing of
 crops (contemporary colonial sources refer to the Javanese peasantry as planters) from
 the processing of them. This complete organisational separation between the field and
 the factory appeared to be the only way to make Javanese production for the world
 market competitive and profitable to the Dutch exchequer. The colonial government

 12 E.M.C. van Enk, Britse kooplieden en de cultures op Java. Harvey Thomson (1790-1837) en zijn
 financiers (Amsterdam: Vrije Universiteit, 1999), pp. 236-44; G.R. Knight, 'John Palmer and plantation
 development in Western Java during the earlier nineteenth century', Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en
 Volkenkunde, 131, 2 (1975): 309-37, 330-1; NA, Collectie Baud, inv. no. 433. Indigo production on Java
 soared from 133,381 pounds in 1832 to 2,121,226 pounds in 1840, after which production stabilised at
 1.5 million pounds. See NA, MvK I, inv. no. 3202, 'Aantekeningen omirent de indigokultuur'. The
 Cultivation System focused on small-scale production. According to NA, MvK I, inv. no. 4405 there
 were 256 indigo factories in 1834; according to Fasseur, there were 749 factories in 1840. See Fasseur, The
 politics of colonial exploitation, p. 247. It has been reported that in some residencies indigo production
 was so burdensome to the local population that the Inspector of the Cultivation System Louis Vitalis
 suggested to the Governor-General that a halt be called to growing indigo in some parts of Java. Vitalis's
 'Kultuurverslag' (Cultivation Report) can be found in NA, Collectie Baud, inv. no. 461. Indeed, after
 1847 the production of indigo under the Cultivation System was gradually phased out. See Fasseur, The
 politics of colonial exploitation, p. 80.
 13 Knight, 'John Palmer and plantation development in Western Java', pp. 314-25; NA, MvK I, inv.
 no. 3043, p. 159. G.R. Knight, 'From plantation to padi field', Modern Asian Studies, 14, 2 (1980):
 177-204.
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 took on responsibility for the growing of crops, designated the fields, and last but not
 least recruited the labour; the processing of the crops was left in the hands of
 contractors. Although this dichotomy between private and government effort is at the
 heart of the historical periodisation of Dutch nineteenth-century colonial policies, it
 obfuscates, as Knight has argued, the fact that the colonial government did not ban but
 rather facilitated entrepreneurs, who because of labour shortages, would not be able to
 survive.14 In the case of sugar, the colonial government guaranteed the supply of cane,
 the sugar factories milled it and boiled sugar, then the NHM purchased the sugar and
 transported it to the Netherlands.

 Instead of blocking their way, the Cultivation System facilitated the emergence of a
 private planter class and had nothing to do with state capitalism, which would have
 been a rather uncommon anyway. At that time the role of the government was
 conceived of as one assisting economic life, rather than one of becoming an enterprise
 itself. The idea was to create a class of entrepreneurs, which could replace the type of
 European landlord who had inhabited West Java in the late eighteenth and early
 nineteenth centuries. They had been living as 'oriental princes', extracting economic
 surplus from the local population without doing anything to raise productivity. The
 Cultivation System was not a government monopoly, neither was it aimed at simply
 excluding the foreign, particularly the British, element from Java. This was despite the
 fact that strengthening the Dutch national character of the colony was a clear objective
 of the Dutch government. How important foreign capital, entrepreneurs, and
 technicians were in the age of the Cultivation System can be demonstrated by the
 records of the Governor-General's decisions concerning immigration permits in the
 first half of the nineteenth century. The figures show that below the surface of political
 change there was a remarkable degree of continuity between the era of the English
 Lieutenant Governor-General Raffles (1811-16), his successor Van der Capellen, and
 the era of the Cultivation System.

 The European population of Java between 1819 and 1850
 The Cultivation System was conceived primarily to recruit labour at such a low

 price that its products could compete on the world market.15 Although it was a
 national project in terms of serving metropolitan interests, it relied heavily on foreign
 expertise, a certain amount of which was already present in Java before 1830, and
 during the first decades of the nineteenth century the European population of Java was
 markedly multi-national and consisted of many recent arrivals. All the same it was a
 small group. In 1819 fewer than 1,200 European-born male civilians lived in Java. In
 total, Java had fewer than 15,000 Europeans (if we include wives and children) - a tiny
 population compared to the 94,441 Chinese and 4,499,250 Javanese recorded

 14 See also Van Niel in Java's northeast coast, 346, 347, 394. Leidelmeijer, Van suikermolen tot
 grootbedrijf, pp. 8-22; Roger Knight, 'The contractor as suikerlord and entrepreneur. Otto Carel
 Holmberg de Beckfeit (1794-1857)', in J. Thomas Lindblad and Willem van der Molen, eds., Macht en
 majesteit. Opstellen voor Cees Fasseur bij zijn afscheid als hoogleraar in de geschiedenis van Indon?sie aan de
 Universiteit Leiden (Leiden: Semaian, 2002), pp. 190-205.
 15 R.E. Elson, Village lava under the Cultivation System 1830-1870, Asian Studies Association of

 Australia. Southeast Asia Publication Series No. 25 (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1994), p. 43.
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 THE CULTIVATION SYSTEM  281

 by Raffles's census in 1815.16 Between 40% and 50% of those European males were
 born outside the Indonesian archipelago, which means that the cre?le and mestizo
 population was at a historic low. It was lower even than that found in twentieth
 century Java, when many European newcomers were lured by the booming late
 colonial economy.17

 The percentage of newcomers in the early nineteenth century was not only
 remarkably high, it was also distinctly foreign. The proportion of Dutch among the
 newcomers was only 64% as against 80% between the mid-nineteenth century and the
 1930s.18 The British interregnum between 1811 and 1816 was partly responsible for
 that, but there is more to it. The numbers reflect the position of Great Britain as the
 dominant colonial power in Asia at the time, whereas the Dutch seaborne empire was
 going through a phase of marked contraction. Migration between different Dutch
 settlements in Asia (and Cape Town for that matter) had always been significant, but
 the British occupation of Sri Lanka and the loss of Dutch trading posts in South Asia as

 well as the transfer of Malacca to the British in 1824 brought about a certain migratory
 trickle to Java, as can be seen from Table l.19 Java experienced what Cuba and Puerto
 Rico underwent on a much larger scale in the early nineteenth century, when Spanish
 planters fleeing the Latin American republics sought refuge there. Trinidad and Tobago
 fitted into this pattern, too, when the French flooded onto the island after 1789. In
 those times of revolutions, wars, and slave emancipation, planters emigrated and
 settled in new areas, taking with them their capital and experience.20

 Details on the professional background of most of these 2,752 male Europeans are
 available. It appears that those staffing the civil service was overwhelmingly Dutch
 born, whereas the private sector was dominated by European foreigners.21 About
 12% of the European population consisted of merchants, businessmen, and

 manufacturers (of indigo, for example). Merchants were the largest professional group
 outside the civil service, and they came from all over the world. Englishmen,

 16 Thomas Stamford Raffles, The history of Java, vol. 1 (London, 1817; Kuala Lumpur: Oxford
 University Press, 1978), p. 63.
 17 See Ulbe Bosma, 'Het cultuurstelsel en zijn buitenlandse ondernemers. Java tussen oud en nieuw
 kolonialisme', Tijdschrift voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis, 2, 2 (2005): 3-28, 8.
 18 Koloniale Verslagen [Colonial Reports], hereafter KV, 1855 (Handelingen van de Tweede Kamer
 [Proceedings of the Second Chamber of the Dutch Parliament], hereafter HTK, 1857-58), Bijlage A,
 1855, pp. 4-5; KV 1881 (HTK 1881-82), Bijlage A, pp. 6-7; and Volkstelling 1930, Deel VI Europeanen
 in Nederlandsch-Indi? (Batavia: Landsdrukkerij, 1933), p. 82.
 19 Ulbe Bosma and Remco Raben, De oude Indische wer eld 1500-1920 (Amsterdam: Bert Bakker, 2003),
 p. 73. See also D. Meyer Timmerman Thijssen, Twee gouverneurs en een equipagemeester (Bilthoven:
 Knuff, 1991).
 20 Between 1810 and 1826 more than 20,000 Spanish exiles from the newly independent Latin American
 republics went to Cuba and Puerto Rico. With their capital and entrepreneurial networks, they
 contributed to the remarkable ascendancy of the sugar industry and, as a concomitant, to the rapid
 growth in slave labour. See Arthur F. Corwin, Spain and the abolition of slavery in Cuba 1817-1886
 (Austin: University of Texas, 1967), pp. 32-3; J.H. Parry, The Spanish seaborne empire (London:

 Hutchinson, 1966), p. 314; Juan Giusti, 'Compradors or compadres', in Sugarlandia revisited: Sugar and
 colonialism in Asia and the Americas, 1800-1940 (New York: Berghahn, forthcoming), ed. Ulbe Bosma,
 Juan Giusti, and G. Roger Knight; Bridget Brereton, Race relations in colonial Trinidad, 1870-1900
 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), pp. 8-9.
 21 See Bosma, 'Het cultuurstelsel en zijn buitenlandse ondernemers', p. 10.
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 TABLE 1:

 Place of birth of European male residents aged 16 or older on Java, 1819-1823

 Place of Birth  Zone  No.

 Java (1120)
 Borneo (4), Makassar (23), Manado (3), Ambon (22),

 Sumatra (13), Timor (2), Banda (9), Sangir Islands
 (1), Ternate (6)

 Ceylon [Sri Lanka] (42), India (54), Malacca (12),
 South Africa (8)

 Philippines (5), Persia (5), Syria (1), Penang (4),
 Macao (1)

 Bourbon (3), Mauritius (5), Australia (1)
 Place of birth

 Belgium (26), Bohemia (4), Denmark (15), Germany
 (171), England (65), France (43), Hungary (19),
 Ireland (7), Italy (5), Croatia (1), Luxembourg (2),

 Norway (1), Austria (3), Poland (5), Portugal (1),
 Russia (1), Scotland (28), Slovakia (1), Sweden (1),
 Switzerland (9), Malaga (4), Majorca (1)

 Netherlands (738)
 Unidentified birthplace (238)
 Total

 Java
 Indonesian archipelago

 outside Java

 VOC settlements in
 Asia and Africa

 Other locations in Asia

 Australia and Africa
 Zone
 Europe outside the

 Netherlands

 Netherlands
 Unknown

 1120
 83

 116

 16

 9
 No.
 413

 738
 238
 2752

 Source: NA, MvK I, inv. nos. 3106-3124.

 Armenians, French from South Asia, traders from islands in the Indian Ocean such as
 Bourbon and Mauritius had made their way to Java since the collapse of the Dutch East
 Indies Company (VOC) and particularly during the governorship of Raffles (1811-16).
 They expected to find employment in one of Java's trading houses, hoped to establish
 their own trading firm, or to utilise their skills as planters. Three Philippine merchants
 had settled on Madura, for example, while another small group had come down from
 Istanbul, and five Armenians gave their place of birth as Isphahan. As in India, the
 Armenians in colonial Indonesia soon became an important part of the business
 community, underlined by the fact that two of them took shares in the most important
 colonial bank, the Java Bank, which was established in 1827. Conspicuously absent
 were the sons of the once so important traders of metropolitan Amsterdam. Though
 there were 255 Europeans on the island who were born in Amsterdam, only 12 were
 described as merchants, and only 17% of all merchants on Java had been born
 anywhere in the Netherlands in 1820. This clearly demonstrates how poorly the Dutch
 were represented in the trading activities of their newly recovered colony, and how
 much the British interregnum would leave its stamp upon Java's emerging private
 sector.
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 The 222 persons who had been registered as merchants around 1820 were a motley
 crowd. They could be either small shopkeepers or bankers, shipowners, opium traders,
 or owners of enormous estates. Almost a quarter of this group came from the United
 Kingdom and a high percentage of English, Irish, and Scottish immigrants were
 gravitating mainly to trade or manufacture. The English trading houses were
 concentrated in Batavia and to a lesser degree in Semarang in the days of Raffles, a
 situation that was only slightly changed in 1824 when the NHM took over the
 shipment of tropical products to Europe. Until that time Batavia was visited by many
 English ships, which had dropped their human cargo in Australia. George Frank
 Davidson who arrived in Batavia in 1823 as associate of the trading house of his relative
 John Davidson,22 sang the town's praises: 'What a joyous place was Batavia in those
 days with every body thriving, and the whole town alive and bustling with an active
 set of merchants from all parts of the world!' He attributed this prosperity to the
 wisdom of Van der Capellen, under whose governorship tropical products were
 auctioned in Batavia every month. Until 1835, Davidson reported, this class of
 English tradesmen added lustre to many official parties and receptions, only to
 leave the floor to less civilised compatriots in the 1840s.23 Davidson pointed to the
 important fact that the British element did not disappear under the Cultivation
 System. Rather, merchants were gradually replaced by other professionals, chiefly
 the engineers who came to Java with their vacuum pans for the emerging Javanese
 sugar industry.

 A continuing British presence
 The Cultivation System has been branded by its opponents as a pernicious

 government monopoly that blocked the ascendancy of private entrepreneurs. The main
 bone of contention was coffee, and in cases where private entrepreneurs were not
 excluded, such as in the manufacturing of sugar, the accusation was that the extremely
 lucrative contracts usually went to friends of the Royal House and its close associates. It
 is true that the spoils of the Cultivation System, and especially the sugar contracts, went
 to an inner circle, but that was just the consequence of the fact that the group of
 Europeans who had any idea of local circumstances in the colony was very small. In the
 early nineteenth century, friendship was considered to be an essential part of political
 and business life. It was the only way to survive, especially in times of rough political
 tides. Take for example Alexander Loudon, a Scottish army officer who had come to
 Java with Raffles. He was the father of Governor-General James Loudon (1872-75),
 and the progenitor of the well-known Dutch family whose members went on to hold
 prominent positions in Dutch multinationals such as Royal Dutch Shell and Akzo
 Nobel. Alexander Loudon's friendship with the powerful colonial statesmen Johannes
 van den Bosch, architect of the Cultivation System, and Jean Chr?tien Baud, had
 undoubtedly been instrumental in his securing a sugar contract. He obtained one, in
 addition to his indigo contract, in the residency of Pekalongan in 1830, and he received

 22 George Frank Davidson became an associate at the house of MacQuoid, Davidson & Co. on 5 October
 1823.
 23 G.F. Davidson, Trade and travel in the Far East, or, Recollections of twenty-one years passed in Java,
 Singapore, Australia and China (London: Madden and Malcolm, 1846), pp. 2, 10.
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 a second one near Semarang in 1832.24 Another example is the Scottish tradesman
 Gillian Maclaine, who counted his blessings in having married into wealth and power,
 and so gained access to the right circles in the colonial government.25 This old boy
 network continued to prosper, but only as long as the European population in Java
 increased very slowly. Only a few dozen civil servants and tradesmen with their wives,
 children and servants arrived from the Netherlands each year. Of course, thousands of
 military personnel were shipped to Java, more than 20,000 during the Java War of
 1825-30, but 80% of them were to die within a few years.26

 As a consequence, British dominance in the private sector continued, and was
 fostered by a worldwide tendency towards the liberalisation of trade, under British
 hegemony of course. After the loss of its American colonies, Great Britain had
 changed its focus from the declining Caribbean region to Latin America and Asia.27
 As a result Britain's trade routes, through which the British products of steam and
 steel could spread, were already in place by the early nineteenth century: from Cuba in
 the west to Java in the east. In this respect we may add a caveat to the famous statement of

 Cain and Hopkins that 'non-industrial, though capitalist, forces were far more important
 than hitherto assumed' and that they determined the rhythm of colonial expansion prior
 to 1850. In places like Java, Britain's pre-eminence not only in the field of banking but
 also in terms of its industrial prowess shored up its position. The first British equipment
 for sugar production arrived on Java around 1820.28

 All that has been described above sets the context for explaining the warm
 relationship between Governor-General Van der Capellen and John Palmer, the Prince
 of Merchants in Calcutta.29 Palmer did more than supply capital, he brought
 technology too, for he was involved in plantation agriculture in the most westerly part
 of Java.30 British trading houses worked with the Dutch colonial government not
 against it, taking care to invest in good relations with the Dutch colonial government
 when it returned in 1816.31 For example, they took shares in the newly established Java
 Bank in 1827, albeit reluctantly, since they were unconvinced about the feasibility of
 such an institution.32 Such readiness to adapt to changing flags was nothing unusual.

 24 NA, MvK I, inv. no. 3203; Henk Boels, Janny de long, and CA. Tamse, Eer en Fortuin. Leven in
 Nederland en Indi? 1824-1900. Autobiografie van gouverneur-generaal lames Loudon (Amsterdam: De
 Bataafsche Leeuw, 2003), p. 23.
 25 Knight, 'John Palmer and plantation development in Western Java', p. 329; P.A. Christiaans,
 'Genealogie van Beusichem', De Indische Navorscher, 10 (2003): 1-7.
 26 Philip D. Curtin, Death by migration: Europe's encounter with the tropical world in the nineteenth
 century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), p. 8.
 27 For the declining role of the West Indies in the British Empire during 1775-1810, and the
 controversies on this subject, see Selwyn H.H. Carrington, The sugar industry and the abolition of the
 slave trade, 1775-1810 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2002).
 28 P.J. Cain and A.G. Hopkins, 'Gentlemanly capitalism and British expansion overseas: I. The old
 colonial system 1688-1850', Economic History Review, 39, 4 (1986): 504, 513, and 525, where the authors
 claim that 'Even before 1850, financial flows from the city were a major determinant of the rhythm of
 development in the colonies.'
 29 See also Tony Webster, 'An early global business in a colonial context: The strategies, management, and
 failure of John Palmer and company of Calcutta, 1780-1830', Enterprise & Society, 6, 1 (2005): 98-133.
 30 Knight, 'John Palmer and plantation development in Western Java'; Van Enk, Britse kooplieden, p. 174.
 31 Van Enk, Britse kooplieden, p. 133.
 32 De Bree, Gedenkboek van de Javasche Bank, pp. 208-9.
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 Some old Dutch-Asiatic families had likewise accommodated themselves to Raffles's

 clique. Jan Samuel Timmerman Thijssen and his Danish associate Bernt Wilhelm
 Westerman had acted as Java's representatives for Palmer between 1811 and 1814.
 Local and family loyalties certainly carried more weight than national identities, and to
 travel between various parts of colonial empires was the order of the day for these
 cosmopolitan families. It was thanks to such ready mobility that Java could boost its
 modest trading community, which had roots in India, Malacca, Mauritius, Bourbon,
 England, Scotland, and Denmark at the time the colony was returned to the Dutch in
 1816.

 Such then was the community which became involved in the emergence of Java as
 producer of cane sugar. As we have seen, in contrast to the situation in British India,
 the production of refined sugar would make a fruitful career on Java, thanks to the
 Cultivation System. In the early 1830s, there were only a few dozen small Chinese mills
 and 38 mills equipped with Caribbean technology, most of which were owned by
 Europeans. In 1834 there were 22 European manufacturers working under government
 contract. They processed the harvests of half the area under the Cultivation System,
 while Chinese sugar millers handled the other half, although the Chinese were
 increasingly excluded after 1837.33 Around 1840, more than 100 contracts were issued,

 mostly to Europeans. The colonial government imposed the use of state-of-the-art
 technology in European firms, the main innovation being the introduction of the
 vacuum pan, which reduced losses of sugar during the boiling process. In 1835 the
 Englishman Charles Etty installed such a piece of equipment in his sugar factory at

 Wonolongan in the residency of Besuki (East Java) and by the end of the 1850s more
 than half the sugar factories of Java were equipped with vacuum pans. Chinese sugar
 boilers, who had dominated sugar manufacture since the seventeenth century, began to
 feel the competition of dozens of engineers from Europe.34 It was the age in which
 Java's colonial sugar wealth was born.

 British names, such as Loudon, Etty, Stavers, and Dennison, were well represented
 among the sugar contractors. But British trading houses, not only individual
 Englishmen, Scots, and Irishmen, too continued to play their part in tropical export
 production after 1830. In fact, Chinese capital was never far away either. Quite well
 known is the example of Deans, Scott & Co (a trading firm led by Robert Scott, born in
 Penang but raised in Scotland), which was associated as well with Palmer in Calcutta
 for a couple of years.35 The brothers Peter William and Thomas Benjamin Hofland and
 their business friend Johann Erich Banck, who made their fortune as sugar contractors
 in East Java and later became owners of a very large tract of land in West Java, were also
 able to mobilise Chinese capital.36 But the dominant role in Java's financial world
 outside the NHM was played by the British. It was no coincidence that the first two

 33 According to Fasseur, in 1840 there were 99 sugar contracts running with an equal number of
 factories. Fasseur, The politics of colonial exploitation, p. 246; Leidelmeijer gives a figure of 110 factories
 in 1843: Leidelmeijer, Van suikermolen tot grootbedrijf, p. 138.
 34 Ibid., pp. 127, 138.
 35 Van der Enk, Britse kooplieden, pp. 125, 137, 139.
 36 Roger G. Knight, 'Steam & steel on a colonial frontier: Technology, the state and the Indies
 bourgeoisie 1840-1890', Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land en Volkenkunde (forthcoming 2007); Bosma and
 Raben, De oude Indische wereld, p. 129.
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 directors of the Java Bank were John Davidson (born in Aberdeen) and Emanuel
 Francis (born in Cochin, India). Another important figure was Gillian Maclaine, whom
 we have already mentioned. His company, Maclaine & Watson, was part of a very
 powerful alliance of three British firms on the north coast of Java. Until the 1850s the
 three houses Fraser, Eaton & Co. (Surabaya), Maclaine & Watson (Batavia), and

 McNeill (Semarang) were second only to the NHM in terms of economic muscle and
 as suppliers of capital to the sugar industry.37

 In short, the Cultivation System had been less detrimental to the position of
 British merchants than one might have expected given the fact that products for the
 European market were no longer auctioned in Batavia but carried direct to the
 Netherlands by the NHM. In fact, for those manufacturers working under contract to
 the government some factories were allowed to sell one-third of the sugar on their own
 account, and this freedom was considerably extended in the 1850s and 1860s.
 Furthermore, there were still the large private domains in western Java and the
 leaseholders in the principalities who produced a substantial and increasing proportion
 of coffee, tobacco, indigo, and sugar: around 20 per cent in 1840 and 30 per cent in
 1850.38 There was ample room for established British companies to grow; and they did,

 which, in turn, attracted members of their families to the Indies. The founder of Fraser,

 Eaton & Co., Alexander Fraser, who had come to Java in 1818, for example, was joined
 by his relatives Arthur and Alexander Fraser, who moved to Java to become his
 associates in 1840.39

 Dutch trading houses constituted a minority in Java until the 1840s, and their role
 in the emerging agricultural production for Europe was modest at best.40 The first
 Dutch entrepreneurs to take an interest in the Indies export agriculture were,
 interestingly enough, shipping companies, the explanation for which is simply that the

 NHM needed cargo space and that it encouraged Dutch shipbuilding. Two long
 established shipping families took the lead: Rotterdam shipping magnate Anthony van
 Hoboken and his business associates Varkevisser, Dorrepaal & Browne.41 The second
 generation Van Hoboken and Dorrepaal would play an eminent role in the

 37 Ibid., p. 112; G. Roger Knight, 'A Shropshire lad among the bourgeoisie: Thomas Jeoffries Edwards
 and the technology of sugar production in mid-nineteenth century Java', in Bosma, Giusti, and Knight,
 eds., Sugarlandia revisited; and The first one hundred years, 1827-1927 of Maclaine Watson and Co.,

 McNeill and Co. and Fraser Eaton and Co. 1927 (n.p., n.d.).
 38 W.M.F. Mansvelt, 'De producties van de zeven belangrijkste exportgewassen, naar de producenten',
 Exportcultures van Ned.-Indi? 1830-1937 (n.p. (Batavia), 1939), Table 3.
 39 For Arthur Fraser see NA, MvK I, inv. no. 2612, Oost-Indisch Besluit 2-11-1840, no. 9, and for
 Alexander Fraser see NA, MvK I, inv. no. 2667, Oost-Indisch Besluit 20-3-1845, no. 27.
 40 W.M.F. Mansvelt, De eerste Indische handelshuizen. Mededeelingen over de resultaten van een
 onderzoek naar de nationaliteit van het Nederlandsch-Indisch handelsapparaat in de eerste helft van de 19e
 eeuw (Batavia: Centraal Kantoor voor de Statistiek, 1937), p. 5.
 41 We should also mention the trading house of Vo?te, which was involved in Indies trade from 1790 to
 1816. E.S. van Eyck van Heslinga, Van compagnie naar koopvaardij: de scheepvaartverbinding van de
 Bataafsche Republiek met de kolon??n in Azi? 1795-1806 (Amsterdam: De Bataafsche Leeuw, 1988),
 p. 102. The same applies to Nolthenius, which was present before 1800 and again almost immediately
 after the restoration of Dutch rule over the Indonesian archipelago. See NA, MvK I, inv. no. 2448, Oost
 Indisch Besluit 28-7-1819, no. 5; E.C. God?e Molsbergen, Gedenkboek Reynst & Vinju 1836-1936
 (Batavia: Reynst 8c Vinju, 1935), pp. 5-9.
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 development of the plantations on Java. In 1840 Gregorius Leonardus Dorrepaal left
 for Semarang, where he began to build an impressive banking system for the
 leaseholders in the principalities. By the early 1860s the Dorrepaalsche Bank had
 surpassed the British combination referred to above and had duly become one of the
 largest, second only to the NHM.42 The Dorrepaal empire was the financial centre of an
 impressive cre?le family network that dominated the plantation economy of central
 Java. However, the British combination continued to be an important player well into
 the twentieth century, in contrast to the Dorrepaalsche Bank which went bankrupt in
 1888.43

 British supremacy would gradually dissolve into new financial and economic
 networks. In the 1850s, other houses such as Dorrepaal, the Amsterdam firm Van
 Eeghen & Co, and the Van Hoboken house with its associates in Batavia and Surabaya
 would move into sugar and tobacco in the eastern zone of Java, at precisely the time
 when the Cultivation System began its retreat.44

 The Cultivation System and Its Attraction For European Immigrants
 While the production of sugar, coffee, and indigo took off, turning the Dutch East

 Indies into an almost incredible source of revenue for the Dutch exchequer, Java's
 small European society grew slowly and absorbed a number of relatives, engineers, and
 a modest number of army officers. Migration from the Netherlands to the colony
 continued to be numerically small. The immigration regulations of 1818 enforced the
 co-opting system of Java's European elites. Any person who wanted to stay whether
 temporarily or permanently in the Dutch East Indies had to obtain a residence permit
 from the Governor-General. Only Dutch citizens were eligible for a permanent permit,
 and then only with the proviso that two respected residents were willing to act as
 sponsors for the applicant. Foreigners could obtain only a temporary permit, which
 implied that their residence was confined to Batavia.45 That was not special to the

 Dutch East Indies. For British India too, as a rule only individuals of sufficient means
 and of good character could travel to the colony as private persons.46 After 1860 the
 system of sponsorship and the distinction between temporary and permanent residence

 42 See N.W. Postumus, 'Nota over den toestand van de Amsterdamsche handelshuizen in het jaar 1854',
 Economisch Historisch Jaarboek, 7 (1921): 204; Bram Oosterwijk, Koning van de koopvaart: Anthony van
 Hoboken (1756-1850) (Amsterdam: De Bataafsche Leeuw, 1983), pp. 97, 143; J.R. Bruijn and E.S. van
 Eyck van Heslinga, Maarten Schaap, een Katwijker ter koopvaaraij (1782-1870) (Amsterdam: De
 Bataafsche Leeuw, 1988), pp. 32-3, 39; A. Hoynck van Papendrecht, Gedenkboek A. Van Hoboken en Co.
 1774-1924 (n.p. (Rotterdam), 1924), pp. 33, 63, 100-1.
 43 Bosma and Raben, De oude Indische wereld, ch. 4; Ulbe Bosma, 'Sugar and dynasty', in Bosma, Giusti,
 and Knight, eds., Sugarlandia revisited.
 44 See Fasseur, The politics of colonial exploitation, pp. 241-2; Bosma and Raben, De oude Indische
 wereld, p. 140.
 45 Gouvernementsbesluit 10 januari 1834, no. 3; Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Indi?, 18, no. 60. On
 retirement, lower-ranking soldiers without a permanent residence permit were confined to the locality in
 which their pension was paid. See KV 1861 (HTK 1863-64), p. 55, and Indisch Besluit 29 juli 1861,
 no. 51, Bijblad op het Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Nederlands-Indie, no. 1069.
 46 John Crawfurd, A view of the present state and future prospects of the free trade and colonization of
 India (London, 1829), p. 65.
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 permits were abolished, and from 1871 practically every European who was not
 actually indigent was allowed to stay.47

 An estimated 7,000 European newcomers settled as citizen-residents on Java
 between 1819 and 1870 (the military are always a separate category in Dutch colonial
 statistics). Elsewhere we have demonstrated that the Java War (1825-30) had a highly
 detrimental effect on European immigration to Java, but that the introduction of the
 Cultivation System led to a rapid rise in the number of Europeans admitted there.
 Almost half of them were military veterans. Most importantly, the records of the
 decisions of the contemporary Governor-General (Oost-Indische Besluiten) provide
 detailed information about who applied for a residence permit, their place of birth, age,
 and often occupation. Figure 1 illustrates the occupational background of the
 applicants. Army and naval officers were clearly overrepresented. They had far easier
 access to colonial society than did ordinary soldiers and sailors. We shall return to
 these officers, but we focus first on the segment 'agriculture and trade'. As we argued
 earlier, this group often came from outside the Netherlands and were in many cases
 relatives of Europeans, who came from Europe to work in trading houses or on the
 various estates.

 Though we have no systematic insight into the degree to which family relations
 tended to shape these immigration patterns, it is clear that immigration regulations
 gave Java's European elite the power to co-opt and thereby to reproduce itself. As a
 consequence, the percentage of English, Irish, and Scottish traders on Java remained
 high. Between 1819 and 1848, of the 131 applications by persons who were registered as
 merchants, almost half were Englishmen or Scots and fewer than 20% were from Dutch
 applicants.48 Most of the Dutchmen were employees of the NHM, which gradually
 established offices all over the archipelago.

 The immigration data provide convincing evidence that foreigners continued to be
 strongly represented in tropical agriculture. A list of sugar contracts drafted in 1836
 reveals the same pattern. Of 100 contracts for sugar manufacture only 15 were granted
 to the Dutch, whereas 19 went to Europeans of other nationalities. The remaining 66
 were smaller contracts, of which 58 went to Chinese and just eight to Javanese sugar
 producers.49 One of the most remarkable sugar contractors was Johann Erich Banck
 from Denmark, who obtained the unlikely number of seven contracts. He must have
 acted as an intermediary between Chinese entrepreneurs and the colonial govern
 ment.50 Nationality was apparently considered less important than being at home
 among the Indies elite, and possession of organisational skills. A well-known figure in
 the Cultivation System, in fact its first inspector and who later became a smaller sugar

 47 For details of the immigration regulations, see Bosma, 'Het cultuurstelsel en zijn buitenlandse
 ondernemers', p. 27.
 48 Bosma, 'Het cultuurstelsel en zijn buitenlandse ondernemers'.
 49 NA, Collectie Baud, inv. no. 471.
 50 According to Elson, Banck did some of the milling himself and subcontracted with a number of
 smaller Chinese millers. See Elson, Village lava under the Cultivation System, p. 52. Knight mentions
 Banck's collaboration with Chinese capitalist, with one of whom, the Captain or Major of the Chinese
 The Goan Tjing, he shared a contract for the sugar factory of Tjandi (Candi). See Knight, 'Steam & steel
 on a colonial frontier'. See also S. van Deventer, JSz, Bijdragen tot de kennis van het landelijk stelsel op
 lava, vol 2. De werking van het stelsel 1819-1836 (Zalt-Bommel: Joh. Noman en Zoon: 1865-66): 370-2.
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 Civil servants

 Military and sailors, including subaltern officers

 D Army and naval officers

 Agriculture and trade

 Artisans, shopkeepers, free professions, clergymen

 Figure 1 Occupational division: Applicatons for permit of residence (1819-1848)
 Source. NA, MvK, inv.nos.2445-2763, Oost-Indische Besluiten, and NA MvK 1, inv.nos. 2838-2863, Oost-Indische Besluiten van de

 gouverneur-generaal in Rade

 contractor himself, was Louis Vitalis, born in Aix-en-Provence and hardly able to speak
 a word of Dutch.51

 The most important reason for this influx of foreigners was the need to attract
 technicians to the emerging sugar industry, a need which had been identified even
 before the Cultivation System was adopted, when experiments were undertaken to
 introduce the West-Indian way of sugar production. The first steam engine was
 installed near Batavia in 1820, and the owner of that estate recruited a staff of eight

 51 Fasseur, The politics of colonial exploitation, p. 45.
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 Englishmen to manage the machinery and the plantation itself.52 Shipping too required
 its share of engineers. In 1824, the Irishman Isaac Burgess obtained a monopoly to
 build steamships in the Dutch East Indies, and for his wharf he had to recruit engineers
 from Europe.53 But it was only after Charles Etty had installed his first vacuum pan in
 lava in 1835 that the number of engineers moving to lava increased. The colonial
 government made exemption after exemption to the rule that foreigners could obtain
 only a temporary residence permit, which would have left them in useless confinement
 on Batavia. About fifteen foreign engineers received permits to travel outside Batavia
 between 1835 and 1842, whereas another 125 economically indispensable foreigners
 obtained permission, under another regulation, to move into agriculture. That group
 consisted of 41 Germans, 32 Englishmen, 21 French, and 31 persons from other
 European countries.54

 In the 1840s the number of engineers from Europe increased dramatically. The
 ways in which some of these engineers were recruited for Java have been well recorded
 and some have been described by Roger Knight and Margaret Leidelmeijer. The former
 Resident of Pekalongan Otto Carel Holmberg de Beckfeit and his friend Colonel (ret.)
 Theodore Lucassen, who each obtained a sugar contract, travelled to France in 1839 to
 recruit experts for their Java factories from among men who worked in the beet sugar
 industry. In the early 1840s, at least three men who were familiar with steam
 technology came to Java, one of them Thomas Reid Stavers, a brother of William
 Stavers (one of the first sugar contractors). One can easily cite other examples. In 1837,
 Domingos Francisco Gonzalves arrived from Bombay to work as an engineer at the
 factory belonging to his brother in the residency of Cirebon. Based on the records of
 the Governor-General's decisions, it is estimated that the number of technicians going
 to Java for the sugar industry must have risen from fewer than 40 between 1820 and
 1829 to more than 200 two decades later, and the number increased throughout the
 1860s and 1870s. During that time, every year more than a hundred applications were
 submitted by persons who found employment in either agriculture or trade.55

 The small European society in Java easily absorbed the technicians, trading-house
 staff, and the cadre of army officers, quite a number of whom went into plantation
 agriculture in the early decades of the nineteenth century. It is impossible to tell exactly
 how many, but we can give an idea. We know, for example, that between 1836 and
 1848 eight army officers settled in the principalities as land lessees.56 To this group we
 should add those officers who succeeded in marrying a planter's daughter. Throughout
 the island of Java dozens of former army officers must have found their way into

 plantation agriculture and trade. In the 1870s, Dutch industrialisation was under way
 and the British element in Java was in decline.57 Moreover, the first generation of sugar
 contractors was succeeded by their children, who were increasingly oriented towards

 52 They were Thomas Watson, Daniel Kidney, John Kidney, Andrew Robb, John Hadfield, George Fife,
 James Davidson, and Alexander Sutherland.
 53 Koninklijk Besluit [Royal Decree] 13-2-1824.
 54 NA, MvK I, inv. no. 3220; KV 1849 (HTK 1850-1851), 32nd sheet, 131.
 55 Bosma,. cHet cultuurstelsel en zijn buitenlandse ondernemers', p. 25.
 56 Ibid., p. 26.
 57 NA, MvK I, inv. nos. 7523-7641, Oost-Indische Besluiten van de gouverneur-generaal in Rade.
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 colonial metropolitan life. As I have argued above, in the 1850s and 1860s Dutch and
 English interests were merging. Generally, after the first generation of sugar contractors
 had left their estates to their children, the Indo-European plantocracy in the
 principalities achieved a prominent position on Java, and the names of Etty and
 Gonzalves were still present in the list of owners of sugar factories in the early twentieth
 century.58 In early-twentieth-century Java the interests of the old families were
 thoroughly interwoven with those of the NHM and metropolitan Dutch financial
 interests. Such was the outcome of a gradual process in which British, Creole, and

 metropolitan Dutch interests had merged, a process in which the Cultivation System
 had been crucial.

 Conclusion
 The Cultivation System answered the question of how Java could become a

 competitive producer of tropical cash crops for the world market, after it had become
 clear that the 'plantation revolution' as it had occurred 150 years earlier in the
 Caribbean could not be reproduced on Java. Though the Cultivation System carried
 the stamp of the economic and social convictions of the day, it was far less systematic
 and far less ideology-driven than its historiographical juxtaposition to the subsequent
 Liberal Policy suggests. There can be no doubt that the Dutch King and his advisers
 strove for a cDutchification' of the colony, but it was an objective secondary to the
 overriding need to restore the profitability of its possessions to the exchequer of
 the mother country. This is amply demonstrated by the way in which migration
 regulations were used. The mixture of government interference and the easy absorption
 of foreign elements resulted in a productive plantocracy.

 58 These lists can be found in Handboek voor cultuur- en handelsondernemingen (Amsterdam: Duby,
 1888-1940).
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